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ghp general nlei-.cr?. — Share 1e a growing awareness in fchlss aga of piblics for 
hotter and more accurate technique© to learn and evaluate public response® to 
information* Organisations which use the press, radio4 and films for adult 
eciucatioiig, advertising, or general publicity, are more and more concerned about 
what happen* to the Information th©y..fl* scerclttatfr* 

3&e.. special ..need at .Xmn,. ($tate — it is especially important for an Institution 
such as Iowa State College* which la now spending more than $225,000 annually on 
various farms of Information for ©ff-cssqms education,, to Xcnrs. what happens to 
hull©tins, broadcasts, and prom release® — how they are used — hew they alter 
os* fail t© alter attitudes — what devices are mmt effective for reaching the 
Iowa public* particularly the Iowa farm publics 

^ Yivnh'ieex — Iowa State n@c?da to know, for instance* whether a publication 
such as FABM SC1EKG1.. distributed to .18,000 farmer a €&eh month, at an annual ©os 
of $11*000 Is doing the Job the college wants done* I® this publication sufficiently 
utteful to take it m a subscription haeie? Or. is it wiser to try to reash 
firmer® with a different publication a asqmbar of time each year? 

wsamfe.s in ffoy %rka leoesearily amofe of the Iowa State ©ff^oampu® information 
and educational work* while don© .according to accepted practice and procedure* ie 
noae~the=le®s a series of "shots in the dart:** We «think® a certain devise la 
good® It say or say not b® effective circulation* and listener or reader comment 
umi to fe® our chief cheeking Sq&g systessati© method of measuring information 
result® will res^ra a lot of gpsosvoris, and by s© doings should save a lot of money* ■ 

01ih|r media mm Farm magasinet., newspapers,, end radio station© are asking the same 
questions as the oo'legoe Many of the® are spending isoney in an effort to get the 
answers® Most of them, w© believe* are willing to cooperate with any study Iowa 
State might undertake to e#m:ire thee© answers® 

Cither gohaela — Other eeheols, notably the University of Minnesota and the University 
of Iowa are now ahead of Iowa State in conducting audience surrey studies, particularly* 
In connection with newspapers sad reader reactions* and to some extent with radio 
listening® 

lenjy t4<w In a broader sense aM from a longer pros^ active, it is certainly 
a wise move for a technical institution such as Iowa State College, which is 
'supported by public monies and dependent on a layman*s legislature and a lay citizenry > 
to have constant knowledge of prevailing public attitudes, toward the college .and 
college activities* A continuing audience surrey,. ^ad jU£g&8II^L 
^^eyr^ewfl could provide valuable information to the Iowa State administration® 

A, wftjlid ftnrvav — Ther© Is a need for basic knowledge and methodology to which the 
college can respond tor truly valid and reliable surrey information and survey methods 
i:a the field of audience research. Scores* if not hundreds of surveys are now being 
conducted each year by many commercial organizations, The fact that many commercial 
and industrial organ!sations are turning to Iowa State to take advantage of the 
%as ter®eamplew design ie indicative both of their interest in surveys and their need 
far better survey methods * ' 

A good rnaay of the commercial survey® now la progress are faulty in cue or more of 
three essential survey requisites «— (1) a properly designed sample, 12) a properly 
designed interview,. and (S) a psych©logically-trained interviewer® She Iowa State 
Statistical Laboratory Is already functioning la every area except that of the 
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?sychc logically-* trained interviewer. A proposal for a "Surveys Branch® 
s already before the Iowa state administration. Meanwhile* It is 

necessary in order to conduct current college surveys such as the one 
on "Livestock Morbidity15 to hire commercial Interviewers for slsglc 
projects at rates much in excess of what a permanent Iowa State employed 
and administered field force would cost* Such s field force could be 
permanently on call for many, survey-interview duties© 

2- A Workable Plan for Audience-llcactlon Studies at 

JL, Facilities ■— A continuing series of audicmce^reaction studies could readily 
be designed and administered through the present resources of the Iowa State 
Statistical laboratory* (1) T© completely carry on studies such as those 
indicated in #1, would require the addition of a "surveys crew" or a group 
of psychologically® trained Interviewer** This would constitute a -permanent 
"field force'* to enable Iowa State to do It* can interviewing rather than 
"contracting out" the interview portion of the survey job as now. (2) A 
memorandum describing the details and requirements of such a force for thi# 
and other projects* not involved in the present discussion, has already been 
forwarded to the administration by My* Arnold ling* . 

B« Dftreflffioa -** The newly-formed "Information Oeamittee* could undertake direction 
of the studies * (I) The areas and media to b@ studied and the r-rdsr in which 
the studies itd#t be pursued would be left to the discretion of the cossaittec* 
(4 An initial project might well be a study of the magazine, M3M, SC I MCI, 
and a peracnal^lnterwiew check survey on the recent WOX mil survey of far© 
audience* (3) This committee* representing press* radio, bulletins* and 
visual aids* would be guides! by Mr. Arnold King* who would act as consultant© 

C» p^anplng Essentially the committee would be "nuclear" ■» then depending on 
the area involved ««**• press, radio* or bulletin (1) additional representatives 
from commercial publications, radio stations, and film producers, would b© 
called in* Wallace* & Farmer and Successful Farming would be represented a» 
would be the Dos Moines Beglatcr i the i«Ui£ an^ 
broadcasting stations* WHO and WMT. 

Do Length of study — We feel an audience-reaction study of th© kind described 
ehcuV actually be a continuing gf^ew^i^^fiadlg** C$ Studies should 
probably be m & quarterly basis with a different area in the press* radio^ 
bulletin^ or visual aids fields to be surveyed each time* and over a minimum 
of 3 yearsc, (a) Continuity for the sake of comparison i* one of the vital 
elements of such a study© 

S« Coat *»» We estimate a reasonable expenditure for such a series of studies 
would amount to $12*000 a year over a 3-year period* (2) Since the direction 
of the studies would be an "Information Committee function"* and the 
administration* a "Statistical Laboratory function"* he funds should logically 
be assigned to the "Statistical Laboratory"* (d) This annual figure represents 
approximately f$ of the total annual information expenditure© 
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A* Accurate..appralsqfl. —* measurement and evaluation of information campaigns* 
programs, and projects wil bs possible on a regular basis,, 

B. Beonosa: *— & money saving should be possible in informational activities 
by adapting hotter practices and discarding ineffective ones where so 
Indicated* 

0* Efficiency — with a better understanding of successful and unsuccessful 
information techniques, a more effective us® cf press, radio*, and visual 
aids should be possible* 

Bc Basic — a great deal of basic research information valuable 
academically as well as operationally should result* 

B* Prestige ~~ Iowa State can well load the field* with available facilities* 
in terms of farm audiencft*reaction studies* 

.will —• Iowa State can further enlist the good will and cooperation 
of commercial Information people by cooperating with them in such studios 
and making results available; to theft* 

$« Adminlntratlvc — Iowa State,, by aa accurate understanding of prevailing 
public attitudes toward the college and college activities* can make 
certain decisions more easily and on a more definite basis* 

mmrnmm 
A® — while the proposed annual budget for such a series of studies is 

a relatively nominal figure in terms of total college operation* cheaper 
form® of surveys* such ns mail survey* or county-agent interview., might 
be suggested* She best prevailing statistical opinion holds that fora© 
of survey other than controlled personal interview are of comparatively 
little value 

Bo Competition - with a college survey crew in operation* the question of 
college competition in the industrail surrey field might be raised as an 
objection by some commercial operators* This Is net a valid objections, 
nor does it apply to the studies themselves* In any case, the answers to 
such criticism are simple and to the points 

(3) Iowa State will be doing basic research and pilot studies* 
(4 Basic research results will be available to all interested parties* 
(£} The studies if ill probably be cooperative in nature with 

esommcrciai informational organisations participating* 
(4) If survey jobs are done for groups* other than Iowa State* the 

first three factors will still apply* and the job will be don® 
on a cost basis* 
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